Some auditory and visual stimuli a person encounters are immediately recognized, categorized, and/or named. Many of these stimuli are basically arbitrary collections of features that have acquired familiarity through learning, such as the orthographic characters of a particular language or the different sounds used by telephone companies to indicate "ringing" and "busy." Other such stimuli may have some inherent simplicity, such as the octave relationship between two simple sounds, or may constitute a simple representation of an object in nature, such as ovals and crosses when used to represent lakes and intersections, respectively. As these examples illustrate, the latter stimuli are often assigned names in the local language so that a language-learning component overlays any inherent simplicity or "goodness" a stimulus might possess.
Of course, some auditory and visual stimuli are not readily recognized, categorized, or named. Speech sounds from other languages and perfectly regular but uncommon shapes are ready examples. These stimuli are unquestionably processed by the relevant sensory mechanisms; they can be discriminated from each other (more or less easily) under the proper conditions; and with sufficient practice, they can move into the state of being recognizable, categorizable, and/or nameable. That is, there appears to be nothing inherent in these stimuli that prevents them from being in the first group of stimuli mentioned; they just are not-largely because of the history of the particular person involved or of the culture in which that person resides.
Nomenclature is a problem that must be resolved early in this discussion. Although introspection, intuition, and common sense reveal that these two general classes of stimuli unquestionably exist, they are difficult to denote in a neutral way because many of the common distinguishing terms carry considerable semantic or theoretical baggage. The two classes of stimuli being discussed can be said to differ in their familiarity, recognizability, categorizability, nameability, meaningfulness, schemas, or perhaps along some other common dimension. But none of these terms has universal applicability to the range of stimuli and settings to which the distinction applies. None appears to be both necessary and sufficient in all cases. A Gestalt term that recently has been revitalized and applied to audition is perceptually organized (Bregman, 1990; Kubovy & Pomerantz, 1981) , and although that term had considerable appeal to us, readers of earlier versions of this article required a more exhaustive definition of perceptual organization than we were able to provide. The problem with using familiar and not familiar to distinguish between the two general classes of stimuli is that in the experiments to be described here, both types of stimuli were presented hundreds or thousands of times before data collection was complete, which means that any implication about a lack of familiarity would be potentially misleading. Consequently, the related, but more neutral, terms commonly encountered (CE) and not commonly encountered (non-CE) are used here to denote stimuli from the two general classes described. Whatever terminology is used, it is necessary to be careful not to imply the existence of a true dichotomy in the real world; surely there are degrees of familiarity, categorizability, nameability, meaningfulness, perceptual organization, and being commonly encountered. The chosen terms are simply a convenient shorthand for referring to a continuous dimension. In most instances, we use the terms primarily to distinguish between general and specific classes of stimuli that most readers will find immediately and intuitively different. We return to this issue of definitions in the General Discussion section.
In the everyday world, stimuli are subjected to various influences that can alter them in subtle or not-so-subtle ways. Particles in the ah-reduce the contrast and visibility of objects, and multiple reflections off nearby hard surfaces can sum with the initial acoustic signal to produce a highly reverberant sound. Although these degradations may be noticed by the perceiver, they typically are not so severe that perception is upset. We still perceive the signal that originated at the source, and we operate on the message contained in that signal. The question of interest in this article is whether the ability of people to notice small changes of this sort is different in stimuli that are commonly encountered and in stimuli that are not. Specifically, might CE stimuli be processed differently from non-CE stimuli and in a way that permits finer sensory distinctions for CE than non-CE stimuli? The intuition driving this question can be illustrated with a thought experiment. Consider a study in which the task is to discriminate the deletion of a band of spatial frequencies from two different visual images: (a) one of those common pictures of Lincoln that has been degraded in one way or another and (b) that same image with its phase spectrum scrambled (which removes any semblance of Lincoln's visage without altering the power spectrum of the image). In our experience, most people answer that the task should be easier with Lincoln's face than with its phasescrambled counterpart, and the experiments reported here test this general intuition.
The relative discriminability of small changes made in CE and non-CE stimuli is a matter clearly relevant to a large number of theoretical and experimental literatures. In this introduction, we summarize a number of demonstrations that appear germane to the question of interest here, but no doubt there are many examples unknown to us. Often in our search of the literature we found experiments that appeared relevant at first but in the end remained inconclusive on the question of interest because the crucial comparison between reasonably comparable CE and non-CE stimuli had not been made.
One set of relevant demonstrations comes from research on the perception of musical intervals. Acker, Pastore, and Hall (1995) measured auditory frequency discrimination using stimuli consisting of three tones presented simultaneously. One or two of those tones were changed slightly in frequency from the values in a standard stimulus, and the participants indicated in which observation interval that change occurred. Two standard stimuli were used, in different blocks of trials. One was essentially the C-major triad (the notes CEG at 262, 330, and 392 Hz, respectively), and the other was a mistuned version of that chord (262, 338, and 384 Hz) . Discrimination was better for the former stimulus (the CE condition) than for the latter. Parallel results were obtained by Schellenberg and Trehub (1994) , who used sequences of two pure tones rather than simultaneous tones. A tonal pattern consisted of five consecutive tones alternating from low to high frequency, and trials consisted of several repetitions of this background pattern. The absolute values of the tones were varied across repetitions of the pattern within a trial, but the frequency ratio between the tones was maintained. In some conditions, the frequency ratio in the background pattern was simple (e.g., 3:2 or 4:3, corresponding to a CE stimulus hi the present context), and in other conditions, it was dissonant (45:32, called the tritone). The participant's task was to indicate when the frequency ratio in one five-tone pattern was different from the ratio in the preceding patterns. The result was that changes in the frequency ratio were better detected for the CE background patterns than for the dissonant background patterns. Cuddy, Cohen, and Miller (1979) obtained a similar outcome by varying the melodic context in which a threetone sequence was presented. The results of Divenyi and Hirsh (1974) also appear related, although their task was quite different. Divenyi and Hirsh found that participants were better able to identify the order of presentation in brief three-tone sequences when the three tones were in a simple harmonic relationship rather than a complex, dissonant one (the tritone). Thus, the results from three different types of experiment dealing with musical intervals are hi accord with the idea that people are better able to notice small changes hi CE stimuli than in non-CE stimuli.
Another report that is relevant to the discussion here comes from Kemp, McManus, and Pigott (1990) . Thenexperimental context was face perception, and the stimuli were simplified images of a single face that had been converted into two gray levels. The authors manipulated the stimulus by moving the eyes either closer together, further apart, upward together, or downward together by specific numbers of pixels. On each trial, the participants were presented with three images simultaneously for about 5 s. At the top was a standard image, and at the bottom were two ullages side by side, one of which was identical to the standard. The participants' task was to indicate which of the bottom images was different from the top unage (cued two-alternative forced-choice). There were four types of trials-one hi which all three of the stimuli were upright and of normal contrast; one in which all three were upright and of negative contrast; one in which all three were inverted and of normal contrast; and one hi which all three were inverted and of negative contrast. Discrimination accuracy was greatest for the first type of trial (upright and normal contrast) and became progressively worse for the other three types. That is, the more commonly encountered the stimulus, the better the discrimination for small changes in the placement of the eyes. Follow-up experiments revealed that these differences in discriminability disappeared when the outline of the face was removed or when simple circles were substituted for the eyes and mouth-both are manipulations that act to reduce the integrity (and thus the familiarity or perceptual organization) of the stimulus. In related work, Tanaka and Farah (1993) reported that participants were better at identifying which facial feature belonged to a particular person when that feature was presented as part of an intact face than when it was presented as part of a face with its features incorrectly located (scrambled). Weisstein and Harris (1974) asked participants to identify which one of four lines of differing orientation and location were presented on each trial. Performance was better when the lines were embedded in a meaningful, three-dimensional object than when they were part of a haphazard set of lines. Subsequent research showed that three-dimensionality is not necessary or sufficient for the effect (e.g., McClelland & Miller, 1979) , but the basic concept of "object superiority" continues to be accepted.
Antedating the object-superiority effect was the wordsuperiority effect of Reicher (1969) . His procedure was to present a brief target stimulus consisting of several letters, then a visual mask, and then two response alternatives. One of the response alternatives was identical to the target stimulus, and the other differed by a single letter. The participant's task was to select the response alternative that matched the target. The result was that performance was better when the target was a word than when it was a nonword. In the current context, there appeared to be a facilitation of discrimination (or identification) for the CE stimuli relative to the non-CE stimuli. Various aspects of the Reicher procedures and interpretations have been investigated, but the outcome has been robust to variations in method (see Carr, 1986) . Biederman (1972) provided participants with brief looks at pictures of relatively complex real-world scenes. The pictures were either normal or jumbled (cut into six equal sections that were relocated in a haphazard manner to create an image having the same overall size). Each presentation was followed immediately by an arrow pointing to a particular location in the image, and the participant was asked to identify which one of four objects (all of which were in the image somewhere) was located at the tip of the arrow. Participants were more accurate at identifying objects from normal scenes than from jumbled scenes.
It must be acknowledged that none of the last three examples (the object-superiority, word-superiority, and Biederman effects) actually involved discriminating small stimulus changes of the sort used in the musical-interval and face-perception examples and declared to be the topic of interest in this article. We mention those three examples because all do demonstrate an advantage for CE stimuli and all lead to the same strong intuition that if the procedures were altered slightly to make the task one of discrimination of small changes in the relevant stimuli, the results would likely again favor the CE stimuli. That is, those outcomes are encouraging, and they do indicate the potentially large range of topics to which the experimental question pertains. The results from some additional experiments that also appear relevant are discussed elsewhere in this article. We intentionally chose three widely disparate stimulus dimensions and tasks for the present experiments in an effort to explore the generality of the discrimination advantage for CE stimuli.
General Method
Although we used several different auditory abilities to examine the question of interest, to the extent possible we used the same procedures throughout. In each case, we intentionally made the stimulus configurations more complex than is typical in standard psychophysical tasks. There were several reasons for this. First was our desire to use stimuli more like what is commonly encountered in the real world than are the intentionally highly simplified stimuli of typical psychophysical experiments (the ecological validity issue). A related concern was that if the stimuli used permitted participants to operate at the absolute limits of human discriminability, then the phenomenon of interest might not have the opportunity to reveal itself (the head-room issue). Another concern was that no matter how unfamiliar and non-CE some of our stimuli were at the outset of an experiment, listening to them thousands of times would surely make them increasingly more familiar and hence increasingly more similar to the CE stimuli. Thus, any initial difference in discriminability could be eroded into insignificance if there was too much perceptual learning over the course of the experiment. Our hope was that we could reduce all these problems somewhat by using stimuli having greater complexity and uncertainty than are customarily present in psychophysical investigations. We rejected the common tactic of testing large numbers of unpracticed participants in favor of testing small crews of trained participants because of the risk that large individual differences in initial ability and in perceptual learning might obscure the phenomenon of interest.
Participants
Several different crews of listeners served in these experiments. To be hired, a person had to have hearing sensitivity of at least 15 dB (hearing level, or HL) in both ears at the standard audiometric frequencies from 500 to 6000 Hz, as determined with a Bekesy tracking procedure (Rudmose ARJ4A audiometer). All participants were university students. They worked at the same time each weekday for 1.5-2.0 hr and were paid an hourly wage for their participation. The participants were seated in individual sounddeadened booths within larger sound-deadened rooms.
Procedure
In all of the experiments, the psychophysical procedure involved a same-different discrimination task in a two-interval forcedchoice format. The first interval always contained a standard stimulus. The second interval contained either that same stimulus or an altered version of that stimulus, with equal probability. The magnitude of the change in the standard stimulus was held constant throughout a block of trials, and the percentage of trials on which there was a correct decision was calculated for each block. Psychometric functions were constructed by collecting data on blocks of trials having different magnitudes of stimulus change, which were gathered in a scrambled order. Typically, full sets of data were collected for at least four stimulus values for each condition of listening, and typically there were at least four blocks of trials per stimulus value. The individual participants on a crew were tested simultaneously to the extent possible; in many instances, however, individual differences in sensitivity were so large that subsets of participants were tested alternately over wholly or partially different ranges of stimulus values. Thus, participants worked for a series of 3-6 consecutive blocks separated by breaks of 30-60 s; they then had a break for several minutes, during which time they left the sound room while another subset of participants was tested. A daily session consisted of 1-2 dozen blocks, depending on the experiment. Several hours of practice were given prior to the collection of any data.
For each participant in each condition of listening, we transformed the obtained average values of percentage correct for each stimulus level into d' by assuming symmetry in the underlying stimulus-response matrix (Egan, 1965) , we fitted a straight line to the resulting psychometric function, and we estimated the magnitude of stimulus change necessary for d' = 1.68 using the parameters of the fitted line. (No stimulus value yielding an average percentage correct less than 55% was included in the straight-line fits.) These individual estimates of performance are referred to below as the stimulus values necessary for 80% correct decisions, and they were the values used for all statistical analyses. For all experiments, the fits were made with abscissa and ordinate values plotted linearly.
Each trial consisted of a warning interval and light (350 ms), followed by a pause (500 ms), a first observation interval and light, a pause (500 ms), a second observation interval and light, a response interval (1,000 ms), and a feedback interval and (one of two) lights (350 ms). The durations of the observation intervals differed across tasks and are provided below in the individual Method sections. Trials were presented in blocks of 32-50, depending on the experiment. If a participant failed to respond on more than four trials of a block, the block was discarded. Each block contained an equal number of same and different trials.
The headphones used were TDH-39s mounted in circumaural cushions. Listening was typically monotic in the left ear. Sound pressure levels were determined from calibrations made with an artificial ear. All measures of sound pressure level cited below are in decibels (SPL; re 20 uPa).
The analyses of variance were all performed with the use of SuperANOVA (Abacus Concepts, 1989) , and the p values given throughout the article are the Greenhouse-Geisser values. An alpha of .05 was used for all statistical tests.
Frequency-Discrimination Experiments

Method
In these experiments, the participant's task was to determine whether one frequency component in an array of six tones had been lowered in frequency. The target frequency was always 740 Hz, it was always the second highest frequency component in the six-tone arrays, the magnitude of the frequency change for different trials was always fixed within a block of trials, and the listeners knew these facts. For some blocks of trials (the CE condition), the standard stimuli were major chords covering two adjacent octaves with all components played simultaneously, such as DF#ADF#A (the D-major chord). For other blocks of trials (the non-CE condition), they were arrays of six frequencies chosen to sound as dissonant as possible. Included in the latter were several frequency intervals of 1.5 half-steps (a half-step corresponds to a frequency change of a 12th root of 2)-an interval that has been shown to sound highly dissonant (Plomp & Levelt, 1965) . We also took care to ensure that there were no octave or other common musical relationships between the frequency components in these dissonant arrays. We generated the dissonant nonchord stimuli by transforming each of the major chord stimuli so that one of the former was created for each of the latter using the same construction algorithm (which is illustrated below).
Casual observation prior to data collection made us apprehensive that presenting single chords or nonchords in the two observation intervals of a trial might not serve our purposes here for several reasons. Prominent among these was the fact that even the most dissonant nonchords we could construct using a few pure-tone components seemed to lose their dissonant character after having been presented for a few tens of trials. As a partial solution, three successive chords or nonchords were presented in each observation interval. The first and third sounds in these sequences were the same, and in the second sound, each of the six frequency components was one whole step (two 12th roots of 2) higher in frequency than the corresponding component in the first sound. So, on a chord trial, the first observation interval might contain the three sounds CEGCEG, DF#ADF#A, and CEGCEG, which are the major chords for the keys of C, D, and C, respectively. The second interval of that trial would contain either exactly that same stimulus (the same trials) or that same stimulus but with the higher frequency F# (printed above in bold) lowered in frequency (the different trials) by a value of A/ that was constant for a block of trials. For both chord and nonchord blocks, the frequency component that was lowered on different trials was always the penultimate tone in the six-tone array, and the frequency of that component was always 740 Hz in the first observation interval. Illustrations of typical chord and nonchord trials are given in Figures 1 and 2 , respectively. All chords and nonchords were 300 ms in duration. For the chord condition, the key of each major chord is shown at the bottom of the figure. In the frequency-discrimination experiment, there was actually trial-by-trial uncertainty as to the key of the target chord. The target tone, 740 Hz, is shown in bold. On different trials, that note was lowered in frequency in the second observation interval by an amount that was constant for all trials within each block of 50 trials. The two observation intervals of a trial were separated by 500 ms of silence. At the bottom of the figure is shown the key of the major chord from which each nonchord array was generated. In the frequency-discrimination experiment, there was actually trialby-trial uncertainty as to the "key" of the target nonchord.
In fact, blocks of trials were more complex than is suggested by Figures 1 and 2 in that there was trial-by-trial uncertainty as to the specific stimuli to be presented. That is, the chord (or nonchord) sequences presented on a given trial were selected at random from a set of three possibilities. Perhaps the best way to understand the three possibilities is to realize that every musical note serves as a component in the major chords for three different keys. The F# (740-Hz) component that was the target frequency throughout this experiment is in the middle position in the chord for the key of D major (DF#A), in the first position for the key of F# major (F#A#C#), and in the final position for the key of B major (BD#F#). Because it was desirable always to have the target frequency component of F# (740 Hz) in the penultimate position in the six-note array, the F#-major and B-major chords were inverted appropriately and became C#F#A#C#F#A# and D#F#BD#F#B, respectively. Just as in Figure 1 , these chords were flanked in time by another, appropriately inverted, major chord placed a whole step lower. For F# major it was BEG#BEG#, and for B major it was C#EAC#EA, representing the keys of E major and A major, respectively. We constructed six-note nonchord analogs for each of the chord stimuli using the same transformation algorithm as used for the D-major set illustrated in Figure 2 . The stimulus frequencies used, and their corresponding musical values, are shown in Table 1 .
In summary, for the frequency-discrimination task, there was trial-by-trial uncertainty about the specific chords or nonchords to be presented, but there was no uncertainty as to the absolute frequency of the target tone (740 Hz) or its relative location in the six-tone array, and all trials in a block contained either chords or nonchords. Each block consisted of 50 trials.
Each of the three chords or nonchords of an observation interval was 300 ms in duration with a 2-ms rise/decay time on each and with no temporal gap between successive sounds. At the beginning of each synthesized chord (or nonchord), all frequency components were at a positive-going zero-crossing (sine phase). For both the chord and nonchord conditions, no frequency component was closer than 115 Hz to the 740-Hz target tone, but of course, for different trials, the minimal frequency difference from the target tone was smaller. (For comparison, the critical band centered at 740 Hz is approximately 85 Hz.) At the beginning of the training period preceding data collection, the levels of the first and third sounds in each observation interval, and the levels of the five frequency components in the second sound other than the 740-Hz target tone, were initially all well below the level of the target tone, and these levels were gradually increased as the participants became better at the discrimination task. For data collection, the levels of all frequency components of all three sounds in each observation interval were 70 dB except that the level of the target tone was 67 dB.
Two listening crews were tested on this task. Two of the 7 participants in the first crew were unable to master the task, and the difference between the chord and nonchord conditions for the remaining 5 participants did not achieve statistical significance. The second crew consisted of 8 participants, all of whom did master the task. Because the stimuli and experimental details were identical for the two crews, we combined the data for the analyses here. As well as increasing statistical power, testing these additional participants provided the opportunity to test for differences in performance between musicians and nonmusicians. Five of the 7 participants in the first crew had no significant musical training (and 2 of those could not reliably perform the task), but only 1 of the 8 participants in the second crew had no significant musical training. The participants with musical knowledge had studied or performed music for at least 10 years. There were 4 women and 3 men in the first crew (1 of each sex was unable to perform the task) and 4 women and 4 men (1 nonmusician) in the second crew. Prior to data collection, the first crew trained for more than 3 weeks (>30 hr) and the second crew for more than 5 weeks (>50 hr). Only 1 participant (from the first crew) had participated previously in a psychophysical experiment.
Results and Discussion
For each of the 13 participants, frequency discrimination was better for the chord stimuli than for the nonchord stimuli. Figure 3 illustrates this difference along with the fact that discriminability was better for the participants with musical training than for those with none. For the musicians, the individual differences in sensitivity were smaller in the chord condition than in the nonchord condition, and that difference carried over into the overall data even though the nonmusicians did not show it. A two-factor analysis of variance revealed a significant difference between chords and nonchords (repeated measures), F(l, 11) = 22.7, p = .0006, a significant difference between musicians and nonmusicians, F(l, 11) = 30.0,;? = .0002, and a nonsignificant interaction, F(l, 11) = 2.8, p = .12. (A similar analysis with sex as the between factor revealed a nonsignificant difference for sex.) When the difference between the chord and nonchord conditions (calculated across all participants) was Note. Frequencies are given in hertz. Marked in boldface print are the sounds that were subject to change hi the second observation interval. On different trials, the target tone of 740 Hz was decreased in frequency in the second observation interval.
divided by the common standard deviation, the resulting effect size was 1.12.
All of the mean values of A/ shown in Figure 3 are substantially larger than the 1-2-Hz differences that can be discriminated in successively presented single tones (Wier, Jesteadt, & Green, 1977) . More relevant is the ability of participants to detect a single mistuned component out of an otherwise harmonic complex of tones, a task that has been studied previously, albeit with motivations different from the present one (for a review, see Darwin & Carlyon, 1995) . For example, Moore, Peters, and Glasberg (1985) studied mistunings of single components in tonal complexes having 10-12 harmonics and fundamental frequencies ranging from 100 to 400 Hz. The differences in procedure and stimuli between the Moore et al. experiments and the current one are large-for example, there was only one "chord" presented in each observation interval, and there was no trial-by-trial uncertainty-so any simple comparison of the outcomes must be interpreted with great care. That said, the participants in the Moore et al. experiments required mistunings of only about 3-8 Hz for components in the region of the 740-Hz component that was varied here and for durations approximating those used here. When the task was changed from discrimination to a judgment about auditory streaming, the required frequency change was approximately double those values (Moore, Glasberg, & Peters, 1986) , but it was still a small fraction of the frequency differences in Figure 3 . Moore and his colleagues made no comparable measurements for nonharmonic (dissonant) complexes, so there was no opportunity to observe a discrimination advantage for the CE stimuli.
The experiment by Acker et al. (1995) that was described in the introduction is clearly relevant to the present outcomes. (Their work was unknown to us at the time we conducted the present experiments, but their results suggest that the stimuli do not have to be as complex as were ours for a discrimination advantage to be observed for CE stimuli in this context.) Acker et al. used two standard stimuli, one essentially the CEG major triad and the other a slightly mistuned version of that chord. For the target stimuli, either the E or the G or both were displaced slightly in frequency by fixed increments. The result was that discrimination was better for the natural chord than for the mistuned chord, which, is in agreement with the present results. percentage of correct decisions. However, changes on the order of 10 Hz in the E or G component produced essentially perfect performance in both conditions, which, again, is far better than the performance in Figure 3 . The fact that Acker et al. found discriminability to be as poor as it was for the mistuned chord is interesting because the mistuning was not great. The E was about a half-step sharp, and the G about a half-step flat, from the values of the C-major chord. (Their participants all had considerable musical training.) Further, Acker et al. did not actually use the values of the natural chord as the second standard for all participants but instead used individual small deviations from natural, as determined by a preliminary rating experiment. The point is that the differences between the two standards were not large, yet even so, discriminability differed in the same direction as in the present experiment. Direct comparisons of our results with those of the Schellenberg and Trehub (1994) experiment that used tonal sequences is also impossible because even though their dependent variable was also changes in discriminabUity for specific frequency differences, it is clear that their task was considerably easier than the present one.
Duration-Discrimination Experiments
Method
In these experiments, the participant's task was to determine whether one particular temporal interval out of a sequence of about a dozen intervals had been increased in duration. For some blocks of trials, the sequences of temporal intervals corresponded to the durations of the successive notes in familiar tunes; in other blocks, the intervals were determined pseudorandomly in one of two ways that are explained below. The tunes and nontunes were represented by sequences of clicks having the appropriate interclick intervals. Because the clicks all had the same amplitude, there was no stress information encoded into the stimuli (and hence the term rhythm is not appropriately applied to this task).
The position of the temporal interval that was incremented in duration (in the second observation interval on different trials) varied across blocks of trials but was fixed within blocks, as was the magnitude of the increment in duration. The participants were informed of these facts. The target temporal interval was either the 5th or the llth from the beginning in tunes and nontunes having 12 notes total and ranging in duration from about 3.0 to 3.8 s. Figure 4 illustrates the two intervals of a different trial for the tune "Happy Birthday." There were always eight different tunes (or nontunes) presented in a block of trials, but the requirement that the target interval always be 252 ms meant that the same set of eight could not be used throughout. The tunes used for the Interval 5 and Interval 11 conditions are specified in Table 2 . Not all of the 11 tunes used in this experiment were as familiar as was desirable, but the results were essentially the same as those in a pilot study described below that used generally more familiar tunes, which are also shown in Table 2 . Both sets of tunes consisted primarily of eighth, quarter, and whole notes. There was always trial-by-trial uncertainty as to the particular tune (or nontune) to be presented.
Because of a technical error, the final click was omitted from the click sequences denoting these tunes; thus, a 12-note tune was represented by a sequence of 12, not 13, clicks. Accordingly, when the 5th note was increased in duration (on different trials), the final seven clicks of the 12-click sequence were delayed by the duration increment, and when the llth note was increased in duration, only the final click of the sequence was delayed. Of necessity, the total duration of a click sequence was greater in the second observation interval (on different trials) than in the first observation interval. The clicks were about 167 fis in duration prior to being band-pass filtered from 300 to 900 Hz and delivered to the earphones. The clicks were adjusted to have an amplitude corresponding to the peak amplitude of a 1000-Hz tone of 84 dB. Nontune stimuli were constructed from each tune in two ways for this experiment. For the scrambled condition, the intervals of a tune were simply reordered in a pseudorandom way with the constraint that the duration of the 5th (or llth) interval had to be 252 ms. One such stimulus was constructed for each of the eight tunes. For the random condition, the duration of the 5th (or llth) interval was set to 252 ms, and the durations of the other intervals were randomly selected using slightly different constraints depending on the tune being imitated. Specifically, the total duration of each stimulus in the random condition equaled that of the original tune, and the shortest and the longest interval in the original tune determined the range that was sampled at random for the durations of the nontarget intervals. These stimuli all consisted of 12 intervals. Four sequences were constructed for each of the eight tunes in the random condition.
As noted, for all conditions (scrambled, random, and tunes) there was trial-by-trial uncertainty about the particular tune (or nontune) to be presented. For the tunes and scrambled conditions, each of the eight possible stimuli was presented an equal number of times in each 32-trial block. For the random condition, each of the 32 possible stimuli was presented once in a block. Again, there were always equal numbers of same and different trials per block. Within the scrambled, random, and tunes conditions, blocks of trials having the duration difference at the 5th or llth positions were collected in a counterbalanced order, and the participants were always advised as to the location of the target interval.
We made an attempt to assess the degree to which knowledge of the specific tunes-or even that they were tunes-affected discriminability. Specifically, we collected data first for the random and scrambled conditions, then for the tunes but without telling the participants that the click sequences now represented familiar tunes, then for the tunes after instructing and training the participants on the tunes used, and finally (for a subset of the participants) for the random and scrambled conditions again. We took a number of precautions to prevent the data of those participants who might realize that some of the sequences they were hearing were familiar tunes from contaminating the data of other participants who had not had that realization. For example, we never used the terms tunes and nontunes when discussing the stimuli with the participants. Also, from the outset of the experiment, the participants were told that different participants had substantially different phenomenologies when listening to these stimuli and that we preferred that they not talk among themselves about how the stimuli sounded to them because their comments might negatively affect the performance of another participant. At the point in the experiment when the participants were to be told that the sequences in some blocks of trials were all from familiar tunes, they were asked privately whether they had recognized any of the tunes. Once the existence of the tunes was admitted to the participants, they received daily training on them for the course of that segment of the experiment. Specifically, before each daily session, the participants listened twice to an audiotape containing the first few measures of the tunes played on a piano with the appropriate timing and stress.
A crew of 8 was hired for this experiment, but 2 quit before its completion. The final 6 participants consisted of 2 men and 4 women. One woman had musical training. Prior to data collection, this crew was trained for about 4 weeks (40 hr) exclusively on the most difficult stimuli (random condition). The specific randomcondition stimuli used for training were different from the stimuli used in the experiment proper.
As noted earlier, a pilot study was conducted prior to the experiment described above. The primary differences between the studies were the stimuli and participants used, the number and position of the target intervals studied, and the length of each block of trials. The 10 tunes used in the pilot study were generally more familiar than those used in the experiment proper (see Table 2 ), but the number of notes per tune was not constant. These tunes (and their nontune counterparts) had between 10 and 14 notes and ranged in duration from about 2.8 to 4.0 s. The sole target interval was the third note from the end (not the penultimate, as in the Interval 11 condition of the main experiment), meaning that (in the second observation interval of a different trial) the final two clicks of the click sequence were delayed by the amount of the duration increment. (The same technical error as before led to the number of clicks in a sequence being equal to the number of notes in the tune, or nontune, instead of one more than that number.) The target interval was always 252 ms in duration. The scrambled condition was used, but the random condition was not. Each of the 10 tunes (or nontunes) was presented four times in each block of 40 trials. Usable data were collected from 2 men and 4 women out of an initial crew of 8; 1 woman had musical training.
Results and Discussion
Duration discrimination was generally better for tunes than for either of the control conditions, and it was best for the tunes after the disclosure that they were tunes. Discrimination was typically worse when the 5th interval was incremented in duration than when the llth interval was incremented, which suggests a recency effect of the sort common in serial-position tasks. The data are shown in Figure 5 .
It should be noted that the increments required were quite large relative to the duration of the interval being incremented, which was 252 ms in all cases. Weber fractions (AT/r) ranged from about 0.3 to 2.4 across the different conditions in Figure 5 . Abel (1972) reported a Weber fraction of about 0.75 for base durations in the range of 160-640 ms and for a wide range of levels and types of waveforms. Watson (1976) and his colleagues studied duration discrimination using 10-tone sequences in which each tone was a different frequency and was 40 ms in duration. Depending on the individual participant and the position of the component being incremented, Watson's (1976) Weber fractions ranged from about 0.5 to 0.8, the worst performance being considerably better than that in the worst conditions shown in Figure 5 . Clearly, ours was a difficult task, for tunes as well as nontunes.
As explained above, the tune stimuli were used to collect the predisclosure data after all the random and scrambled data were obtained. Prior to uiforming the participants about the tunes and beginning the postdisclosure condition, we interviewed the participants privately and asked various questions about the tune stimuli. First they were asked whether they had noticed anything different about the stimuli in recent days (i.e., during the predisclosure sessions). None had. Then the participants were told that the recently heard click sequences were taken from familiar tunes, each of the click sequences was played several times, and the participants were asked to identify the tune that each sequence represented. Five of the 6 participants could not identify any of the tunes, and 1 participant correctly identified 2 of the 11 ("Happy Birthday" and "Love Me Tender"). Three participants (including the 1 who was correct about two of the stimuli) misidentified one or more of the stimuli. Every participant indicated that some of the stimuli sounded familiar even though they could not be named. Finally, the participants heard a tape recording containing each of the tunes played on a piano at approximately the same tempo as in the click sequences, but with normal accents. Now, 5 of the participants could identify between two and six of the more familiar tunes, and all participants characterized some of the other tunes as familiar. The 6th participant still could not identify any of the A two-factor, repeated measures analysis of variance was performed on the data summarized in Figure 5 . The main effect for position of the incremented interval was significant, F(l, 15) = 12.8, p = .016, as was the main effect for type of stimulus (tunes vs. nontunes), F(3, 15) = 11.7, p = .005. The interaction between these factors was also significant, F(3, 15) = 12.3, p = .001, presumably owing to the different pattern seen for the predisclosure condition in the Interval 5 and Interval 11 data. To calculate an effect size, we calculated a mean for the two postdisclosure intervals for each participant, subtracted the overall mean of those scores from the corresponding two-interval mean for the scrambled condition, and divided the result by the common standard deviation (the square root of the average of the two variances). That effect size was 1.89. The effect size for the corresponding comparison between the random and postdisclosure conditions was 1.99.
As noted, we monitored the possible confounding effect of long-term learning in this experiment by again collecting data for the two scrambled and the two random conditions after collection of the data on the tunes was complete. Unfortunately, only 3 of the 6 participants were able to participate. Overall, discriminability was slightly worse (not better) in these conditions than prior to the testing on the tunes, but the difference was not significant. It seems safe to conclude that a cumulative effect of practice was not the reason for the better discriminability for tunes than for nontunes that is shown in Figure 5 .
A question surely of interest to many readers is whether the tune stimuli were inherently easier than the nontune stimuli even though the participants were not aware that the nontune stimuli were derived from real tunes. That is, were the tune stimuli somehow more "good" than the nontunes, or were memories being activated that aided processing but did not reach consciousness? Unfortunately, the evidence on these points is mixed. Examination of Figure 5 reveals that when the llth interval was incremented in duration, performance in the predisclosure condition was better than performance in bom the scrambled and random conditions (although still worse than in the postdisclosure condition), which suggests that the tunes were inherently easier than the nontunes. However, when the 5th interval was incremented in duration, performance in the predisclosure condition was worse than that in the scrambled condition and about the same as that in the random condition, which suggests no inherent advantage for the tunes until they were being processed as tunes. All of these visual impressions from Figure 5 were confirmed by statistical comparisons of the means. Because of the significant interaction between the incremented interval and the stimulus condition, all means comparisons were done within levels of the interval factor rather than combining pairs of conditions across interval. For the Interval 11 data, performance in the predisclosure condition was in fact intermediate to performance in the postdisclosure condition and to performance in the two nontune conditions. Performance in the predisclosure condition was significantly better than that in the scrambled condition, F(l, 15) = 21.5, p = .002; performance in the predisclosure condition was significantly better than that in the random condition, F(l, 15) = 23.8, p = .001; and performance in the predisclosure condition was significantly worse than that in the postdisclosure condition, F(l, 15) = 6.1, p = .04. For the Interval 5 data, performance in the predisclosure condition was significantly worse than that in the scrambled condition, F(l, 15) = 14.1, p = .005; performance in the predisclosure condition was not significantly different from that in the random condition, F(l, 15) = 0.1, p = .67; and performance in the predisclosure condition was significantly worse than that in the postdisclosure condition, F(l, 15) = 67.6, p = .0001.
It seems reasonable to conclude from these data that the stimuli based on real tunes were not inherently easier than the nontune stimuli. Had they been, that fact should have revealed itself no matter which of the temporal intervals in the 12-note stimuli was being incremented. (Recall that data were collected in an interleaved manner for the Interval 5 and Interval 11 conditions.) However, even if the predisclosure tune condition was easier than the two nontune conditions when Interval 11 was incremented, the best discriminability still always occurred in the postdisclosure condition-that is, once the tune stimuli became known as such to the participants. Accordingly, we see these data as being in accord with the idea being advanced in this article-namely, that discrimination of small differences is easier in stimuli that are commonly encountered than in stimuli that are not.
Support for this interpretation comes from the pilot study. It used stimuli and a target interval that were different from those in the experiment just described (see Table 2 ), but there were enough similarities to permit a pooling of the data as long as the differences are kept in mind. Usable data were obtained from 6 of the 8 participants in the pilot study. When these data are pooled with the Interval 11 data from the above experiment, the mean temporal increments became 453, 239, and 125 ms, for the scrambled, predisclosure, and postdisclosure conditions, respectively (the random condition was not used in the pilot study). A one-way, repeatedmeasures analysis of variance was significant, F(2, 22) = 20.4, p = .0001. Comparisons of the means revealed that performance in the predisclosure condition was again intermediate to performance in the scrambled and postdisclosure conditions. The difference between the scrambled and the predisclosure conditions was significant, F(l, 22) = 16.8, p = .002, as were both the difference between the pre-and postdisclosure conditions, F(l, 22) = 4.8, p = .05, and the difference between the scrambled and the postdisclosure conditions, F(l, 22) = 39.6, p = .0001. Thus, this analysis confirms that performance in the predisclosure condition was intermediate to that in the scrambled and postdisclosure conditions-at least when the incremented interval was near the end of the stimulus-but, and this is important, the postdisclosure condition was better than either of the other two.
An outcome paralleling this predisclosure result for intervals late in the stimulus was reported by Yu and Blake (1992) in another context. They asked participants to track the alternations in binocular rivalry between two dissimilar monocular displays. For some tests, the image in one eye was a version of the famous figure of a camouflaged dalmatian dog. For control tests, a scrambled version of that image was used. Even in the tests performed prior to informing the participants of the presence of the dog, that image dominated, and the extent of dominance increased further once the camouflaged figure was pointed out to the participants. The implication is that the original stimulus contained a degree of familiarity or perceptual organization that aided the participants even though they were not consciously aware of it; that is, the original stimulus contained a "goodness" that the scrambled version did not. However, note again that performance still was best once the participants knew of the presence of the dog-in accord with the present findings.
Spectral-Deletion Experiments
Method
For these experiments, the participant's task was to detect the absence of a band of adjacent frequencies from a stimulus waveform. That is (on different trials), a specific band of frequency components centered on 2000 Hz was filtered out of the waveform. The filters used to implement the deletion produced an attenuation of about 50 dB in the center of the deleted band. The target stimuli were either single spoken words or short sentences. In some conditions, the target stimuli were presented alone; in others, additional voices (maskers) were present in the background saying something else. In some conditions, the targets and maskers were both played forward; in some, both were played backward; and in some, one stimulus was played forward and the other backward. The underlying assumption was that speech stimuli played forward are better examples of commonly encountered stimuli than are speech stimuli played backward. (It is important to emphasize that backward speech is still clearly identifiable as speech; while unquestionably not intelligible, it does sound distinctly Scandinavian to native speakers of English.) Of course, the power spectrum calculated over the duration of a stimulus is the same for forward and backward presentations.
Four talkers, 2 women and 2 men, read short sentences that were digitized (16-bit format at a sampling frequency of 24 kHz) and stored as separate files. These sentences consisted of four lists of 12 sentences each from the Diagnostic Acceptability Measure developed by Dynastat, Inc. (see Voiers, 1977) . All sentences were six syllables in length and were balanced for the occurrence of certain vowels and consonants. Across talkers, the average duration of the sentences was 1.5 s, with a standard deviation of 170 ms. In some tests, the sentences were used in their entirety. In other tests, single words edited from these sentences were used as target stimuli; typically, one word was taken from each of the 12 sentences on a list, and when this was not possible, more than one word was taken from another sentence on that list. The words used were ones having good intelligibility after being excised from the continuous discourse of the sentences, and the same words were taken for all talkers. Figure 6 shows an example of an utterance before and after spectral deletion. Prior to presenting the utterance to the participants, we calculated the overall sound pressure level of each target word or sentence with and without the spectral deletion, and on the second observation interval (of different trials), we raised the overall level by that difference in order to eliminate overall level as a basis for making the discrimination.
For these experiments, the target voice for a trial was selected from among the four possible voices speaking single words (or sentences) from one of the four lists of 12 sentences. Each block consisted of 48 trials-four repetitions of each combination of speaker and target word (or speaker and target sentence). Target words or sentences from only one list were used within blocks, and Figure 6 . The top panel shows the temporal waveform for the utterance "I had toast for breakfast" spoken by an adult woman. The two vertical lines demarcate the word toast, which was copied digitally into a separate file for use as a target stimulus. In the middle panel, the spectrum of that isolated word is shown. The bottom panel shows the spectrum of toast after a 700-Hz band centered at 2000 Hz was deleted. As can be seen, the filtering used to produce the deletion yielded an attenuation of about 50 dB in the center of the deleted band.
the lists were varied across blocks. When there were background masker sentences, they were from a list other than the one being used for the target words (or target sentences), they were different from each other, and they were spoken by two different talkers, selected pseudorandomly on each trial. (The two background talkers were always different from the talker speaking the target word or sentence.) Only forward or only backward target words (or target sentences) were presented within a block, and when background masker sentences were used, they were either all forward or all backward within a block. The onsets of the background sentences were simultaneous, and when the target stimulus was a sentence, its onset coincided with those of the background sentences. When the target stimulus was a word, its onset was delayed 500 ms from the onsets of the masker sentences. The center frequency of 2000 Hz and the width of the deleted band were held constant within a block of trials, and we manipulated the latter across blocks in order to determine a psychometric function. In addition to measuring how well participants could discriminate the deletion of a spectral notch from an intact stimulus, we also measured how well they could discriminate a change in the bandwidth of a spectral notch. That is, the stimulus in the first observation interval contained a spectral notch of some bandwidth, and the second observation interval (on different trials) contained the same stimulus with a larger spectral notch. We call this task incremental deletion. For 5 of the participants, the base deletion was 1000 Hz, and for 3 participants it was 1500 Hz (both centered at 2000 Hz), depending on how well the participant discriminated deletions in the standard spectral-deletion task.
Informal listening tests revealed that the intelligibility of the forward words and sentences was only minimally reduced, even with quite large bandwidths deleted and even for relatively naive listeners. Because our participants heard each of the stimuli many hundreds of times, had they been tested on intelligibility, the task would have been best characterized as closed set. Of course, the experiment itself did not require the participants to process the stimuli semantically, just to discriminate the presence of a spectral deletion.
Two separate crews were tested on different versions of this task. In one of the crews, 6 of the 8 participants were native speakers of English, and the other 2 had spoken English daily since the age of 5 years. On the other crew, 1 participant had spoken English since childhood and the rest were native speakers of English. For one crew there were 10, and for the other 15, 2-hr sessions of practice prior to the collection of data for the first test condition, and there were typically several additional practice days as part of the transition to different stimulus conditions. Across experimental conditions, the ear of stimulation and the sound pressure levels of the stimuli were different. The level of the target words (and sentences) ranged between 65 and 75 dB, and the masker sentences were 5 or 10 dB weaker than the target. Further, for one condition, the level of the target words was varied at random (roved) over a 6-dB range (in 1.5-dB steps) on an observation-interval-byobservation-interval basis. Roving of level is a manipulation used in many experiments on profile analysis (Green, 1988) . Here our intent was to further guarantee that level could not be used as a basis for correct responding and to make the task somewhat more similar to real-world listening.
Results and Discussion
The various differences in stimuli and maskers mattered little-discriminability in these spectral-deletion tasks was invariably better when the target sounds were played forward than when played backward. The presence of masking voices and roving levels did affect the absolute level of performance but not the difference between the CE (forward) and the non-CE (backward) target sounds.
Five spectral-deletion experiments are summarized in Table 3 , where details are provided about the test conditions and the statistical outcomes as well as the average spectral deletions required for 80% correct decisions. It can be seen that, not surprisingly, adding background masking voices and roving the sound pressure level of the target word worsened performance relative to no masking and no roving, but the forward-backward difference persisted. Further, the forward-backward difference was present when the task was not just to detect the presence of a spectral notch but to detect an increment added to an existing notch. The discrimination advantage for CE stimuli appears to be quite robust in this context.
Comparison of Same-Different and Yes-No Tasks
Presumably one of the defining characteristics of CE stimuli is that they have some kind of well-established representation in memory, whereas non-CE stimuli do not, or at least their representation is weaker. Accordingly, listeners should profit less from cuing manipulations for CE stimuli than for non-CE stimuli. Specifically, the information contained in the first observation interval in the same-different task used here should be of less importance for CE stimuli than for non-CE stimuli. When the stimuli being discriminated are unfamiliar, uncategorized, and unnameable, the first observation interval presumably can provide helpful information for comparison with the (sometimes different) stimulus presented in the second observation interval, but when the stimuli are already well established in memory, that first observation interval presumably contributes very little (see the distinction between sensory-trace and context-coding modes made by Durlach & Braida, 1969) . One way to test this presumption would be to compare performance with CE and non-CE stimuli as the time between the two observation intervals is varied systematically in the same-different task. An extreme form of this test was used here; the first observation interval of each trial was simply omitted. That is, psychometric functions were obtained using both the same-different task and a singleinterval, yes-no task. The stimuli used, and all other procedural details, were the same as those in the main frequency-discrimination experiment described above. The crew of listeners was the second crew of 8 (mostly musicians) from that experiment, so they were clearly highly practiced on the stimuli. The results support the expectation. Performance in the nonchord condition was considerably worse with the yes-no task than with the same-different task, whereas performance in the chord condition was similar with the two methods. The means are shown in Figure 7 . A two-factor, repeated measures analysis of variance revealed that the main effect for chords versus nonchords was significant, F(\, 7) = 72.4, p = .0001, as was the main effect for psychophysical method, F(l, 7) = 12.67, p = .009, and the interaction between the two, F(l, 7) = 8.09, p = .02. Finally, a means comparison of the two chord conditions was not significant, F(l, 7) = 0.42, p = .54. These outcomes are in accord with the significant difference between psychophysical methods being attributable primarily to the decline in discriminability for the nonchord condition in the yes-no task. We obtained an effect size of 0.58 by subtracting the mean of the chord and nonchord conditions combined for the same-different task from the mean of the chord and nonchord conditions combined for the yes-no task and dividing the difference by the common standard deviation.
When evaluating the magnitude of the difference in discriminability between the two psychophysical tasks, one must keep in mind that these participants had heard all of the stimuli many thousands of times each before beginning the yes-no task. Further, although there was trial-by-trial uncertainty about the specific chord (or nonchord) sequence to be heard, the uncertainty was not great, especially for these seasoned listeners. With less training and greater uncertainty about the non-CE stimuli, the difference between psychophysical methods would surely have been greater than observed in this experiment. It is not difficult to imagine sets of non-CE stimuli for which the discrimination would be impossible with the yes-no method and only extremely difficult with the same-different method.
General Discussion
In summary, three demonstrations involving different auditory stimulus dimensions provided data in accord with the idea that small changes made in commonly encountered stimuli are more easily discriminated than small changes made in counterpart stimuli that are not as commonly
Same/Different
Yes/No Psychophysical Method Figure 7 . The effect of psychophysical method on the ability to discriminate a change in the 740-Hz component in six-tone complexes that were either major chords or nonchords. For the yes/no task, only the second observation interval of the same/different task was presented. There was trial-by-trial uncertainty about the specific chords or nonchords to be presented, but no uncertainty about the absolute frequency of the target tone (740 Hz) or its relative location in the six-tone array. These same/different data are a subset of those in Figure 3 encountered. In our view, these results-coupled with the similar results obtained in other experiments summarized above-constitute a type of "existence proof" for this effect. There should be no doubt that there is often a discrimination advantage for CE stimuli. What is not known is how general the effect is. Accordingly, the next question for experimenters to address should be: Under what general and specific circumstances does a discrimination advantage for CE stimuli exist, and under what circumstances does one not exist? Said differently, the next step is to map the "existence regions" for this effect within and across experimental domains.
To further study the discrimination advantage for CE stimuli, experimenters will need to identify pairs of stimulus sets that differ along this dimension. At present, there exist no independent, objective criteria for determining where an arbitrary stimulus falls along this dimension. For the present experiments, we relied on introspection, intuition, and common sense when choosing which stimuli were characterized as more commonly encountered than others, and for the moment, those remain the best criteria we can offer. Given the current state of ignorance about the generality of the effect, however, this lack of independent criteria is not particularly restrictive. Just as most readers will readily agree that speech played forward is more commonly encountered (more familiar, more perceptually organized, etc.) than speech played backward, or that the sequential temporal intervals of known tunes are more commonly encountered than random orders of those same intervals, there exist dozens of other situations in which agreement about contrasting sets of stimuli will be easily obtained and the results from the discrimination tests easily interpreted. And those preferring to work with stimuli nearer to the fuzzy boundaries of commonly encountered will also be contributing to the goal of establishing the existence regions for the discrimination advantage for CE stimuli. Gradually, the criteria of intuition and common sense should give way to more objective factors, and definitions for what we have been calling CE and non-CE stimuli should begin to contain references to the discrimination advantage. It should be emphasized that the proper goal is not to establish an iron-clad definition for commonly encountered (familiar, perceptually organized, etc.), but to identify those situations in which what we have been calling CE stimuli show a discrimination advantage over non-CE stimuli.
In our view, there is considerable value in work designed to determine existence regions for the discrimination advantage for CE stimuli. If the effect is obtained for a variety of other tasks in different modalities, the practical and theoretical implications will be appreciable. At the practical level, experimenters will have a new general tool for assessing how particular stimuli are being processed at various points in acquisition. Thus, discrimination tasks could be used by experimenters attempting to train adult participants to perceive new stimulus categories (e.g., Goldstone, 1994; Maddox, 1995) or by developmental psychologists interested in the status of category or language learning in infants or children (see Cohen, 1998) , among other applications. Probe tests of this sort appear to have the potential to identify the locus of certain individual differences in performance and perhaps to direct subsequent training toward subsets of the stimuli of interest. Such tests appear to have considerable potential as an adjunct to brain-imaging measurements. One can imagine establishing hierarchies of commonly encountered for specific stimuli based on discrimination tests of the sort used here. (A primary limitation to these applications appears to be the existence, and selection, of appropriate control stimuli.) At the theoretical level, if the discrimination advantage for CE stimuli proves to be a general phenomenon, that fact would have implications for the types of mechanisms advanced to account for such processes as perception, concept formation, categorization, and language learning. At the least, it would suggest fundamental commonalties in the forms of neural representation of CE stimuli in the different modalities.
It is worth reiterating how poor discriminability was in the experiments reported here. Clearly, all three tasks were quite difficult. Presumably, this was largely attributable to the complexity of the stimuli used. From the outset, our intent was to study stimulus conditions that are more like the real world than is the typical psychophysical experiment. Accordingly, there was always some degree of stimulus uncertainty and stimulus complexity (the three sounds per observation interval in the frequency-discrimination experiment and the background masking voices in some of the spectral-deletion experiments). In part this strategy was motivated by instances we found in the literature (see the following section) in which nominally CE stimuli showed no advantage over non-CE stimuli and for which we suspected the reason may have been insufficient stimulus complexity. Although our strategy was successful-in the sense that the expected results were obtained for all tasks-it raised the question of how much uncertainty and complexity are truly necessary to obtain a discrimination advantage for CE stimuli. This question should be the focus of follow-up experiments aimed at determining the existence regions for the discrimination advantage for CE stimuli.
Contrary Previous Findings
The present results are clearly relevant to a large number of contemporary topic areas in perception and cognition. In the introduction and in the Discussion sections following specific experiments, we mentioned some previous experiments that appear to be in accord with the present findings. This section is concerned with some experiments that produced apparent contradictions to the present findings. Being apparent contradictions, these experiments stand as the best currently available guideposts to the boundaries of the existence regions we seek to map.
One might expect that the literature would abound with demonstrations of discrimination advantages for CE stimuli (as investigators make other, more specific points), but we have found fewer examples than expected of adequate tests of the question. Although it is common to ask participants to detect small changes made in what appear to qualify as CE stimuli, it is not common to include parallel tests made on equivalent non-CE stimuli. In what follows we discuss some topics and experiments that appeared to possess the characteristics necessary to yield a discrimination advantage for CE stimuli but that for some reason did not. Krueger and Shapiro (1979) used as stimuli lists of six-letter words or nonwords presented visually at a high rate. In one task, one letter in one of the words (or nonwords) was altered slightly ("mutilated"), and the participant was asked to decide whether the altered letter had originally been an A or an E. In this letter-discrimination task, participants were slightly better (a 3% smaller error rate) when the stimuli were words than when they were nonwords, an outcome that is in accord with the present findings. In a second and apparently simpler task, a single mutilated letter either was or was not present in a series of stimuli, and the participant was asked only to indicate presence or absence, not to identify which letter was mutilated. In this detection task, there was no advantage for the word stimuli over the nonwords. Krueger and Shapiro interpreted these results as evidence that the word-superiority effect does not operate at the level of feature extraction but instead at some later, verbal, and interpretative stage in processing. Massaro (1979) concurred that feature extraction was not better when the local orthographic context represented a CE stimulus rather than a non-CE stimulus. He systematically varied the length of the horizontal element in the lowercase letter e between the two extremes of fully present and absent, thereby creating a set of stimuli having the letters e and c as its extremes plus a number of intermediate stimuli.
Sometimes the surrounding letters spelled a word when the manipulated stimulus was an e or a c; other times no word was spelled no matter what version of the manipulated letter was presented. In all orthographic contexts, the participant's task was always to say whether the manipulated letter was an e or a c. In the conditions of greatest interest for the present purposes, there was no difference in the identification functions for words and nonwords.
There are various differences between the procedures used in the present experiments and those used by Krueger and Shapiro (1979) and Massaro (1979) . Even so, we have not yet been able to identify an acceptable explanation for why those experiments did not show an advantage for the CE stimuli.
If one phoneme or syllable of a word is deleted and replaced by a cough, tone, buzz, or burst of noise, participants are often unaware of the deletion (and even misperceive the temporal location of the introduced nonspeech sound- Warren, 1970) . Samuel (1981) studied this phonemic-restoration effect using forced-choice procedures and obtained results that appear to contradict the present findings. In one experiment, each trial consisted of a single stimulus that had either one phoneme deleted and replaced by a band of noise or one phoneme partially masked by an added band of noise. The participants' task was to decide which type of altered stimulus was presented. In one condition, the stimuli were words in which single phonemes had been altered (the CE condition), and in another condition the stimuli were just those altered phonemes in isolation (the non-CE condition). The result was that discriminability was worse for the CE condition than for the non-CE condition. Samuel's explanation was that phonemic restoration operated in the CE conditions, making it more difficult to discriminate between the two types of stimuli. We admit to not having a full understanding of the possible implications that an illusion such as phonemic restoration can have for a possible general principle such as the discrimination advantage for CE stimuli, but it should be noted that Samuel (1996) later reported several failed attempts to replicate the effect and characterized it as "fragile but real." Further, the original Samuel (1981) task was not the most direct test of a CE/non-CE difference in that context. Rather than requiring participants to discriminate between two types of stimulus alterations, asking them to discriminate between stimuli that are or are not altered would have been a more straightforward test for the current purposes. Tests of the latter sort, using comparable CE and non-CE stimuli, would better reveal how great a contradiction actually exists between Samuel's findings and the present findings.
Another apparent contradiction to the present findings comes from an experiment by Buell and Hafter (1991) that was concerned with the processes underlying sound localization. They measured sensitivity to ongoing differences in interaural time of arrival in one tonal component in the presence of a diotic, lower frequency component that was related either harmonically or nonharmonically to the target tone. The finding was that discriminability of the interaural time difference was better in the nonharmonic condition, which is opposite to the expectation engendered by the current findings. However, subsequent experiments have not confirmed this outcome, and current thinking is that large individual differences and training effects contributed to the initial finding (T. N. Buell, personal communication, January 6, 1997) . Our experience suggests the relevance of another, related, factor. Buell and Hafter used only two frequency components for both their harmonic and nonharmonic stimuli, and our conjecture from the present frequency-discrimination experiment is that more components may be necessary to create a real distinction between CE and non-CE stimuli, especially with repeated presentations of the same simple stimuli. The related experiments of Woods and Colburn (1992) , Bernstein and Trahiotis (1993) , and Stellmack and Dye (1993) also had small numbers of components, but more important is that these investigators did not include the appropriate stimulus conditions to address the question of interest here.
For many readers, probably the one research literature that appears to be most relevant to the current work is the one on categorical perception (see Repp, 1984 , for a review). In its prototypical form, categorical perception is demonstrated with the use of an array of stimuli constructed to vary along a single stimulus dimension (such as voice-onset time). At one extreme of the continuum, one percept dominates, and at the other extreme, another percept dominates. Participants are asked both to label all the stimuli in the array using the names of the percepts from the two ends of the continuum and to discriminate between adjacent pairs of stimuli. In the prototypical demonstration of categorical perception, the labeling function shows a sharp discontinuity as the responses change from one percept to the other over a small range of the stimulus dimension being manipulated, and the discrimination function shows a marked peak at this transition point (the category boundary). A common summary of these results is that discrimination within categories is poor but discrimination between categories is good. On the face of it, this outcome appears to contradict the present results. Namely, in categorical perception, discriminability is poor for the clearly CE stimuli at the ends of the continuum but good for the stimuli near the transition point in the labeling function-the stimuli that presumably are less commonly encountered. However, this simple summary misrepresents the literature on this effect. The strength of categorical perception varies considerably with various factors, including the stimuli, the tasks, and the participants (see Repp, 1984) . When some of the most important procedural factors are taken into account, some investigators are able to obtain results in accord with the prototypical form of categorical perception (Macmillan, Goldberg, & Braida, 1988) , but others are not (Carney, Widin, & Viemeister, 1977) .
Although we have no explanation for the apparent discrepancy between the current findings and those in the area of categorical perception, we can note one difference in the nature of the stimuli used that eventually may prove relevant to the apparent discrepancy. Note that as voice-onset time is varied, the percept moves from one categorically perceived value toward another. Stimulus dimensions of this sort might be called bipolar in order to distinguish them from the unipolar dimensions studied here. As the magnitude of spectral deletion is varied, our speech stimuli do not move from one commonly encountered experience to another, nor do our tunes move toward other tunes as one temporal interval is incremented in duration, nor do our chords necessarily move toward other chords. They just become increasingly different from the original stimulus.
One claim from research on categorical perception is that discrimination between adjacent pairs of stimuli is better near a category boundary than within a category. A natural follow-up question is whether discrimination is equally good for all standard stimuli that are within a category. Kuril and her colleagues (e.g., Iverson & Kuhl, 1995) have reported that pairwise discrimination can be worse for stimuli physically close to good exemplars of a phonetic category than for stimuli close to poor exemplars of that category. This has been called the perceptual-magnet effect, and it appears to contradict the current findings. However, the perceptual-magnet effect has been controversial, and some experimenters have questioned its robustness (see Lively & Pisoni, 1997) even when using nominally the same speech stimuli as were used by Kuhl. Also relevant is the already mentioned experiment of Acker et al. (1995) . Their task was frequency discrimination, and the standard stimulus was either a C-major chord or a mistimed version of that chord. The outcomes were opposite to a perceptual-magnet effect and in accord with the current findings, even though the non-CE standard was not as dissonant as were the nonchords used here. In this context, note that the outcome of our incremental-deletion task with the speech waveforms revealed that there is a discrimination advantage even for CE stimuli that are not perfect exemplars of a class of stimuli.
Inherent "Goodness" of Stimuli
The present frequency-discrimination experiment and several of the past experiments yielding data in accord with the idea of a discrimination advantage for CE stimuli (see the introduction) pertain to perception of musical intervals. Whether or not simple musical intervals have an inherent "goodness" in addition to whatever status they acquire through our experience with Western music continues to be an interesting issue. Schellenberg and Trehub (1996) recently demonstrated that 6-10-month-old infants were like adults in being better able to detect a change in a stimulus pattern when the ratio between the two frequencies involved was simple (3:2 or 4:3, the perfect fifth and fourth, respectively) rather than complex (45:32, the tritone), and this was true whether the two tones were presented simultaneously or sequentially. Schellenberg and Trehub argued that these data support the idea of an innate attentional preference for sounds constructed from simple ratios (see Trainor & Trehub, 1993, and Zentner & Kagan, 1996 , for similar results). That is, there may be something special about certain frequency ratios commonly used in Western music.
The general question of whether some stimuli achieve their special status because they are intrinsically more simple or "good" or because people in a particular culture have had more experience with them is certainly interesting, but the answer is largely immaterial to the present findings. The reason is that however certain commonly encountered (familiar, perceptually organized, etc.) stimuli achieve that status, a number of demonstrations now suggest that people have an enhanced ability to detect small changes in CE stimuli relative to their non-CE counterparts. Perhaps some aspects of music, or some aspects of speech (e.g., Diehl & Kluender, 1989) , do capitalize on inherent characteristics of the acoustic signal or of the auditory system. (That should come as no particular surprise when one considers the evolution of these phenomena.) But if inherent characteristics of stimuli, or of the nervous system, are being exploited in some situations, it appears that the result is the same as when they are not. Accordingly, we see the evidence for similar discrimination advantages in infants and adults not as inconsistent with our demonstrations, but as potential confirmation that a discrimination advantage applies to whatever natural categories might exist as well as to categories that are unquestionably arbitrary and acquired.
Underlying Mechanisms
At a heuristic level, at least, it is possible to suggest a characteristic for perceptual processing mechanisms that could produce a discrimination advantage for CE stimuli of the sort reported here. One intuitive, if overly simplistic, way of thinking about the process of perceiving stimuli is that perceptions of novel stimuli require the operation of mechanisms that extract and assemble the individual features of a complex stimulus and thereby create a perception of it, but with repeated exposure to common or meaningful stimuli, shortcuts to this processing develop. These shortcuts enable the neural hardware to work more efficiently at detecting the presence of the collections of features that constitute those stimuli than do the mechanisms that must assemble individual features to create a perception of a novel stimulus, and everyday processing of common stimuli is thereby enhanced. These presumed changes in the underlying neural circuitry go by different names in different theories and in different subject domains, including templates, exemplars, feature detectors, schemata, memories, and so on. Whatever term or concept is preferred, a difference in discrimination performance for CE and non-CE stimuli can be understood if one simply assumes that-in the process of comparing stimuli with their internal representations-the perceptual mechanism generates some kind of a goodness-of-fit statistic, or error signal, and that the magnitudes of those error signals are available for examination and comparison. So, for the sake of the argument, presume that something analogous to templates are constructed in the brain for stimuli that are repeatedly encountered or flagged somehow as being meaningful. When the template for some major chord is activated by a series of tones that are correctly located in frequency, the error signal for the best-fitting template is small or zero, but when one of the tones is mislocated slightly, the error signal is larger. Presumably, corresponding templates do not exist for non-CE stimuli, and the templates that are activated (weakly) all produce large error signals, which (in accord with Weber's law) makes changes in non-CE stimuli harder to discriminate. It is intuitive that efficient template-like systems would calculate and monitor their error signals, because this would be an important source of information about the need to build new templates and to adjust existing templates.
Some investigators who have observed a difference between CE and non-CE stimuli (e.g., Samuel, 1981) have concluded that there is a "top-down" component in the processing of their CE stimuli that is absent from the processing of their non-CE stimuli. Such an assumption appears unnecessary if one presumes that the perceptual system modifies itself to create semi-permanent shortcuts in the processing of familiar, meaningful, recognizable, categorizable, or nameable stimuli-those stimuli we have been calling commonly encountered.
